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John Maynard Smith has addressed an incredible range of evolutionary problems in his remarkable career, including
the development of evolutionary game theory and population-genetic analyses of bacteria in nature, among many
others. This paper reviews three studies of complex dynamical interactions among competing microorganisms (in-
cluding viruses as well as bacteria), each of which can be usefully cast in the game-theoretical framework. These
studies demonstrate some of the most interesting outcomes of evolutionary game theory, including multiple stable
equilibria, prisoner’s dilemma, and balanced polymorphisms. Thus, even simple organisms can exhibit complex be-
haviors, our understanding of which benefits from game-theoretical analysis. Moreover, by virtue of their simple
genetic systems, microbes are especially well suited for performing rigorous tests of evolutionary game theory.
Finally, all three of these studies were performed in the laboratory, where the factors that shaped the interactions
were further shown to depend on the genetic structure of the microbial populations. Thus, the evolutionary signifi-
cance of these complex behaviors and interactions in nature remains poorly known. Future progress in understand-
ing these fascinating systems will benefit from integrating evolutionary game theory with fine-scale analyses of pop-
ulation structure aimed at elucidating the patterns of genetic relationship among interacting individuals.
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1. Introduction

John Maynard Smith (JMS) has worked on a re-
markable diversity of evolutionary problems in his
career. No doubt two of his many lasting contribu-
tions will be his application of game theory to ani-
mal behavior (Maynard Smith and Price, 1973;
Maynard Smith and Parker, 1976; Maynard Smith,
1982) and his more recent work applying population
genetics to bacteria (Maynard Smith, 1990; May-
nard Smith et al., 1991, 1993). As far as we know,
JMS has not drawn any direct link between these
two interests. However, we believe that the answers
to some fascinating biological questions will require
a fusion between these areas.

When discussing game theoretical problems in
evolutionary biology, one usually thinks first of the
behaviors of complex organisms with brains: hu-
mans, birds, fish, and perhaps the occasional dung
fly. Indeed, the very names of the games and their

players – for example, “prisoner’s dilemma” and
“hawks and doves” – reflect that tendency. But
while evolutionary game theory has flourished as a
mathematical theory, it has been difficult to test the
models using complex organisms with brains, espe-
cially given the problems of characterizing and iso-
lating genetically influenced differences in the be-
haviors of interest. Such organisms tend to be hard
to manipulate, they have long generations, their be-
haviors are subject to complex environmental and
genetic influences, and so on. Or as JMS once told
one of us, “It’s bloody hell easier to get good data
from bacteria than from birds.” So while JMS con-
tinues to watch the birds that have intrigued him
since his youth, he now spends much of his time an-

alyzing bacteria.
The bacterial data analyzed by JMS so far have

been DNA sequences and other molecular markers,
despite his deeper interest in organismal pheno-
types. Sequences can sometimes be interesting (es-
pecially in the hands of a master), but the evolution-
ary successes and failures of organisms are played
out at the phenotypic level. The question is: Do
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microorganisms have any interesting phenotypes, in
particular the sorts of complex behaviors that pro-
duce the tension between conflict and cooperation
that is the essence of so much game theory? (This
tension arises in certain non-zero-sum games be-
cause cooperation can, at least in principle, be re-
warded. No such tension exists in zero-sum games.)
Indeed, many microbes have fascinating behaviors.
And because microbes are genetically simple and
easy to manipulate, one can see more clearly the
range of game theoretical outcomes and elucidate
the factors that produce different outcomes.

In this paper, we review three studies with mi-
crobes that examine altruism, cheating, and the ten-
sion between conflict and cooperation. In each case,
we describe the organisms, their alternative behav-
iors, the frequency-dependent interactions that en-
sue, and the resulting payoff (fitness) matrices. Each
study nicely illustrates a fundamentally different
payoff matrix. But each study also raises important
questions about how these laboratory-based interac-
tions play out in nature. To answer these questions
will require linking our game-theoretical under-
standing of the behaviors with knowledge of the mi-
croorganism’s fine-scale population-genetic struc-
ture.

2. “Suicide bombers” in E. coli

Different strains of the bacterium Escherichia coli

engage in fierce competition with one another over
limiting resources. Among the weapons that some
genotypes deploy are colicins, which are particles
that kill most other E. coli strains. Other cells be-
longing to the colicin-producing genotype are un-
harmed by the particles, but the genotype pays an-
other price: producing colicins is lethal to the in-
dividual cell that does so. In effect, some individuals
of the producing genotype become suicidal bombers
that kill themselves, while potentially taking out
many individuals of other genotypes, thereby free-
ing up resources for their own kind. Of course, if all
individuals of the producing population actually ex-
pressed the bomber phenotype, then the genotype
would become extinct. What happens instead is that
only a small fraction of cells of the producing geno-
type, say 1%, are stochastically induced to express
that phenotype, even though the genetic potential to
express the phenotype is inherited clonally.

Chao and Levin (1981) performed an elegant set
of experiments to identify the conditions in which a
colicin-producing genotype would have a selective
advantage over a non-producing, sensitive strain.
They did not explicitly cast their results in a game-
theoretical context (nor did they use the term suicide
bomber). But they did cast their study in the context
of understanding the evolution of an altruistic trait,
and their findings can readily be examined in a
game-theoretical framework. In the context of their
paper, the production of colicins – that is, the ex-
pression of the suicide-bomber phenotype – is an al-
truistic behavior.

In humans, one may not usually associate the ac-
tions of a suicide bomber with altruism. Yet, in an
evolutionary context, an altruistic act is one that
harms the future reproduction of the individual who
performs the act while benefiting the group to which
that individual belongs. Thus, a worker honeybee
who dies while giving a sting in the defense of her
hive is behaving altruistically. The action of a
bomber in a genetically heterogeneous E. coli popu-
lation may also fulfill both criteria: the action clearly
harms the bomber’s own future success, while pro-
viding additional resources for its own type by elim-
inating competitors. (Indeed, even in humans, sui-
cide bombers are sometimes revered as martyrs who
sacrifice their lives for the benefit of the group to
which they belong.)

Chao and Levin (1981) examined the interaction
between producers and sensitive genotypes in two
distinct environments, a mass-action liquid environ-
ment and a physically structured surface environ-
ment. The interaction in the liquid medium is such
that each genotype has the advantage when it is
common, and neither type can invade when it is ini-
tially rare. This positive frequency-dependence
means that the system has two stable and mono-
morphic equilibria (as well as a polymorphic equi-
librium that is unstable). The reasons for these curi-
ous dynamics are readily understood in a game-the-
oretical context.

In the payoff matrix shown below, B denotes the
genotype that occasionally expresses the suicide-
bomber phenotype, and in which all individuals are
protected against a bomb’s effects. N is a genotype
that never expresses this phenotype but is vulnerable
to killing by a bomb. Each element in the matrix is
the relative fitness that accrues, on average, to an in-
dividual belonging to the genotype listed on the left
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when the vast majority of individuals in the popula-
tion have the genotype indicated at the top. [Note:

This matrix representation is not the conventional
one based on pairwise games, and it cannot be used
to solve precise equilibria as though it were. How-
ever, it can be used to understand invasion condi-
tions, and hence the opportunity for coexistence, in a
game theoretical context. Also, in this and later ma-
trices, the precise values in the four cells are not im-
portant, only their relative ranks are. The numbers
that we show preserve the ranks in the original stud-
ies, but not the exact values, which varied depending
on experimental details. Among the three studies we
review, only the one by Turner and Chao (1999) ex-
plicitly derived the fitness matrix; in the other stud-
ies, relative fitness ranks were readily interpreted
from data in the papers.]

B N

B 0.99 0.99
N 0 1

In a population in which every cell is N, the aver-
age fitness is set to unity. In a pure population of B,
the average fitness is somewhat lower owing to
the 1% or so of the cells in each generation that self-
destruct, but which cause no harm to their surviving
relatives. Next consider when N is rare and tries to
invade a dense population containing millions of B
cells in a tiny volume. Although only a small frac-
tion of the B become suicide bombers, the overall ef-
fect is such a large amount of “shrapnel” in the me-
dium that each N is killed before it can reproduce.

Finally, when B is rare, it bears the same cost of
the suicidal bombings, but it does not receive any
appreciable benefit. Why is this so? In the mass-ac-
tion environment – and when the B genotype is rare
– the resources that become available as a conse-
quence of the occasional death of an N-type cell are
distributed randomly (by diffusion) to all individu-
als in the population, regardless of their genotype. In
other words, the B genotype pays the cost but does
not receive any disproportionate benefit. But, you
may ask, what about the extra deaths of N caused by
B? In principle, this creates a slight asymmetry in
the fitness matrix, because the average payoff to N
when competing against all N is 1, whereas the pay-
off to N when competing with rare B (mostly N) will
be slightly less than 1 owing to bombing deaths. In
practice, however, this effect on the death rate of N

is trivial in the limit as B becomes rare. Imagine a
population of 2 × 107 cells, the vast majority of
which are N. A small minority in the population are
100 B cells, one of which expresses the bomber phe-
notype, which causes the death of 200 of the N geno-
type. N suffers many more casualties than does B,
but the average reduction in fitness of B is 1%
whereas the fitness loss to N is only 0.001%. These
illustrative calculations depend on certain parame-
ters, which could be varied to give B an advantage
even when very rare, for example, by increasing the
kill ratio. However, the experimental results ob-
tained by Chao and Levin (1981) confirm that B
cannot invade when it is initially very rare in the liq-
uid environment that they studied.

Thus, the fitness matrix for the mass-action envi-
ronment shows that it pays to be B when everyone
else is also B, whereas it pays to be N when all the
other cells are N, hence the two stable equilibria. By
contrast, in a structured surface environment, the B
genotype has a selective advantage at all initial fre-
quencies and spreads to fixation. This advantage ac-
crues to the B genotype because bacteria grow as
colonies – and thus more often adjacent to other
members of their own type – on a surface. In that
case, resources that become available upon the death
of N-type cells are not distributed randomly across
the entire surface, but instead the resources tend to
remain near the B killer and thus near the killer’s kin
who are also B. Therefore, even a tiny number of B
cells can invade a population of N growing on a sur-
face (provided the bomb does not go off before a few
relatives have accumulated in a patch). As a conse-
quence, the fitness matrix on a surface has the fol-
lowing form:

B N

B 0.99 1.1
N 0 1

In the physically-structured surface environment, it
pays to be the B genotype no matter what the rest of
the population is doing, hence its eventual spread to
fixation across all initial frequencies.

This study by Chao and Levin (1981) demon-
strated, in the laboratory, the potential for both kinds
of dynamic, one in which B prevails in any case and
the other in which the eventual winner depends on
the initial densities of B and N. Which dynamic is
more important in nature? The answer clearly must
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depend on the physical structure of the environment,
which governs not only the diffusion of the re-
sources but also the population-genetic structure of
the bacteria. To extend our understanding of colicin-
producers from the laboratory to nature, it will be-
come necessary to analyze the population-genetic
structure of colicin-pro- ducing and sensitive bacte-
ria at a fine level of resolution, one that corresponds
to the physical scale of their interactions.

The interaction between B and N is very interest-
ing, but there also exist other strategies. For exam-
ple, some genotypes are immune to the effects of the
bombs (like B) but never engage in their detonation
(like N). Chao and Levin (1981) studied a resistant
mutant (derived from N) that was altered for the
bomb’s target, as opposed to one altered for the
bomb’s detonation (which would derive from B).
The mutant they chose was rather uninteresting from
a game-theoretical standpoint, because the fitness
cost of resistance to the mutant was greater than the
combined costs of detonation and intrinsic resis-
tance to the bomber. Thus, the mutant could invade
neither B nor N. One can imagine, however, a more
interesting B-derived mutant that pays the cost of in-
trinsic resistance but avoids the cost of stochastic
detonation. Such a mutant, M, would imply non-
transitive pairwise interactions in a structured envi-
ronment: (i) rare M invades B owing to M’s lower
cost and its resistance to B; (ii) rare N invades M ow-
ing to N’s even lower cost and no need for any resis-
tance; and (iii) rare B invades N because the benefit,
on a surface, to B of killing N more than offsets the
costs of doing so (cf. Getty, 1979; Durrett and Levin,
1997).

3. Viral “prisoners” in host cells

Even simpler organisms than bacteria can exhibit in-
teractions between genotypes that may be under-
stood using game theory. A recent study by Turner
and Chao (1999) showed that φ6, a small RNA virus
that infects certain bacteria, can become caught in
the prisoner’s dilemma. The prisoner’s dilemma re-
fers to those interactions in which the payoffs are
structured such that the stable strategy is to defect,
D, rather than cooperate, C, even though the payoff
to each individual is lower when they both defect
than when they both cooperate.

The name comes from a puzzle involving the be-
havior of two prisoners, when they are each asked by
the jailer (out of earshot of the other) which one of
them did some misdeed, and they are both knowl-
edgeable of the payoffs. If neither accuses the other
– that is, they cooperate with one another – then their
prison terms will be unchanged. If they both accuse
one another – that is, they defect – then the jailer will
think they are both liars and add five more years to
the sentence of each. If one prisoner accuses the
other (defects), while the other does not accuse the
first (cooperates), then the jailer assumes both are
truthful; he adds ten years to the sentence of the ac-
cused and takes off five years from the sentence of
the accuser. No matter what one prisoner may do, it
is better for the other prisoner to defect: if the first
cooperates, the second stands to reduce his own sen-
tence by five years if he defects; and if the first also
defects, the second protects himself by defecting be-
cause his sentence will be lengthened by five years
instead of ten. Both prisoners, being rational, will
defect; and each will receive a longer sentence than
if they had both cooperated, hence the dilemma.

So how do viruses find themselves in a prisoner’s
dilemma inside their host’s cells? Turner and Chao
(1999) sought to study the effect of recombination
on virus evolution. Viruses can recombine with one
another only when they coinfect the same individual
cell, and the authors manipulated the extent of viral
recombination by varying the multiplicity of infec-
tion (MOI). At high MOI, many viruses infect each
cell and can recombine with one another; at low
MOI, each virus infects a cell that no other virus has
found and recombination cannot occur. The authors
were surprised to find that the viruses evolved lower
fitness relative to the ancestral state in the high MOI
treatment, whereas viral fitness improved in the low
MOI treatment.

The reason for this declining fitness may lie in the
fact that, when two or more viruses infect the same
cell, they end up sharing the same intracellular pool
of products needed for their replication. This intra-
cellular pool comprises virus products as well as
those materials intrinsic to the host cell. Thus, in ad-
dition to scramble competition between viruses for
host products, there may also be more complex in-
teractions. For example, (i) viruses may actively in-
terfere with one another; or (ii) they may manipulate
their own contributions to the pool of viral products
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in a way that is beneficial to the individual virus but
harmful to the group of coinfecting viruses as a
whole. In effect, selection at high MOI may favor vi-
ruses that attempt to monopolize intracellular re-
sources and thereby push the system toward lower
productivity.

To test this hypothesis, Turner and Chao (1999)
performed a set of careful experiments. They first
examined whether competition at high MOI be-
tween the genotypes evolved at high MOI and their
progenitor was frequency dependent. Indeed, the
evolved genotypes had a fitness advantage across
the entire range of frequencies, but the magnitude of
their relative advantage declined significantly with
their own frequency. In other words, as shown by
the payoff matrix below, it was always better to de-
fect at high MOI, but the magnitude of the benefit of
defecting was less when the other viruses were also
trying to take more than their fair share of the pool of
building materials.

C D

C 1 0.6
D 2 0.8

Finally, to establish that the net effect of viral
evolution was a decline in absolute fitness, and that
this paradox reflected interactions inside the host
cell, Turner and Chao (1999) performed another ex-
periment in which the two viral types were mixed
only after they had already infected the host cells
(again at high MOI to avoid confounding effects of
MOI on virus production). Hence, all intracellular
competition was between identical viruses, and the
evolved defectors could not exploit their more coop-
erative ancestor. In this experiment, it was observed
that the ancestral virus was indeed more productive
(1 > 0.8) than the defector genotype that evolved at
high MOI, thereby establishing this essential feature
of the prisoner’s dilemma. In other words, the de-
fecting strategy invaded and took over the evolving
population, even though this process led to a lower
average fitness than if the viruses had found some
way to maintain cooperation.

(Note: The payoff matrix for bacterial suicide
bombers and non-bombers in the physically struc-
tured environment also has the properties of a pris-
oner’s dilemma, except that B was defined as the al-
truist in that game and in fact wins. However, this
distinction may be semantic, as the evolutionary dy-

namic is similar. That is, a particular strategy
invades and takes over while reducing the overall
productivity of the group.)

The study by Turner and Chao (1999) demon-
strated a complex game-theoretical outcome in a
very simple biological system. Moreover, by ob-
serving that this outcome was obtained when viruses
evolved at high, but not low, MOI, their work points
again to the need to understand the population-ge-
netic structure of these viruses in nature. If multiple
viruses frequently coinfect the same cell, then the
prisoner’s dilemma may be important for their evo-
lution in nature; but if single infections are the rule,
then such interactions may be inconsequential.

Turner and Chao (1999) examined two genetic
strategies that viruses can follow, but others may
also come into play. Defective interfering (DI) parti-
cles exist in many viral species. In effect, DI parti-
cles are more extreme forms of the defectors in φ6.
DI particles not only benefit from coinfection with a
cooperator, but in fact they absolutely require a co-
operator’s presence for their own replication. As a
consequence, DI particles can invade a population
of cooperators, but they cannot spread to fixation.
The expected equilibrium at high MOI is therefore a
genetically mixed population (Szathmáry, 1992),
similar to that in our third case study below. Adding
more game-theoretical complexity, there exist other
viral genotypes that are resistant to exploitation by
DI particles (Szathmáry, 1992).

4. Developmental “cheaters” in myxobacteria

The final study involves myxobacteria, which ex-
hibit several remarkable behaviors that are more ob-
viously social than those described in either of the
previous examples. Myxobacteria are soil-dwelling
prokaryotes that share several interesting behaviors
with eukaryotic slime molds. In response to starva-
tion, both slime molds and myxobacteria will physi-
cally aggregate and then undergo multicellular de-
velopment, involving many intercellular signals, to
produce complex fruiting bodies in which only a
fraction of the cells become hardy spores that sur-
vive to germinate later (or elsewhere) under more fa-
vorable circumstances. Also, both slime molds and
myxobacteria are highly motile predators that mount
collective attacks on prey, which they digest by se-
creting extracellular enzymes and then transporting
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the nutrients back inside their cells. (This pheno-
typic convergence in complex behaviors is espe-
cially remarkable given that, in the tree of life,
myxobacteria are near E. coli while slime molds are
our own close cousins.)

These social behaviors indicate a high degree of
cooperation. However, such cooperation seems vul-
nerable to exploitation by social “parasites” that de-
rive the benefits of belonging to the group while
avoiding the associated costs. Imagine, for example,
a mutant that produces less than its share of
extracellular enzyme for digesting prey and uses the
savings to produce more enzyme used for taking up
the resulting nutrients. Or imagine another mutant
that somehow finds a way, during fruiting-body de-
velopment, to become a surviving spore (rather than
a dying stalk cell) more often than its neighbors. Do
such cheaters exist? And if so, what are their evolu-
tionary fates?

Velicer et al. (2000) studied, in the laboratory, the
potential for developmental cheating to occur in
Myxococcus xanthus. They examined two different
classes of potential cheaters, with each class being
defective in development when grown alone. Some
potential cheaters were lines that evolved for 1000
generations in an asocial regime (a nutrient-rich and
physically unstructured environment in which fruit-
ing-body development was never needed). The
other potential cheaters were mutants defective in
molecular signaling pathways, which were gener-
ated by geneticists seeking to understand fruiting-
body development. In both cases, potential cheaters
were mixed at various initial ratios with their devel-
opmentally proficient progenitors, and their respec-
tive contributions to surviving spores were mea-
sured.

A demonstration of developmental cheating
would require two outcomes in this system. First,
when introduced at low frequency in a mixture, a
cheater should obtain disproportionate success in
becoming a spore relative to its progenitor. Second,
when a cheater is present at sufficiently high fre-
quency in the mixture, the overall yield of the mix-
ture should be lower than that of a population com-
posed entirely of the progenitor. In fact, Velicer et
al. (2000) found that these criteria were met by three
of six evolved lines and two of three mutants they
examined. And the effects were not subtle, as all the
cheaters were over-represented among the spores

produced by tenfold (or more) when introduced at an
initial frequency of 1%.

Clearly then, developmental cheaters are able to
invade, but what is their fate? Can they sweep to fix-
ation, as did the viruses at high MOI? Or do the
cheaters lose their advantage within the mixture
when they become too common? Velicer et al.
(2000) examined these questions in two cheaters,
and in both cases the developmentally-proficient ge-
notype regained its advantage when a cheater be-
came numerically dominant. The payoff matrix be-
low summarizes the relative fitness values based on
spore production during development of the multi-
cellular fruiting body.

P C

P 1 0.5
C 10 0.1

P indicates the developmentally proficient geno-
type, while C denotes a developmental cheater. As
before, each entry is the mean fitness of the geno-
type listed on the left when the vast majority of indi-
viduals with which it competes have the genotype
shown at the top. This matrix clearly corresponds to
a balanced polymorphism, because each type has a
selective advantage when rare.

This study demonstrates the existence of geneti-
cally-based cheating behavior during the develop-
ment of myxobacteria fruiting bodies. But whether
cheaters are rare or common in nature depends on
the population-genetic structure of the bacteria,
which in turn may depend on whether spores are dis-
persed as individuals or as clumps (Velicer et al.,
2000). If spores disperse as individuals, then subse-
quent fruiting bodies may often develop from prog-
eny of a single founder. In that case, fruiting bodies
will be genetically homogeneous, and competition
will occur between (rather than within) fruiting bod-
ies. The P genotype would be favored (1 > 0.1),
while C would depend on new mutations in each de-
velopmental cycle for its existence. Alternatively, if
spores disperse in clumps, then there should be fre-
quent competition within fruiting bodies, a situation
in which C has the advantage when rare (10 > 1) and
can persist indefinitely as a social parasite.

In fact, the spores of myxobacteria are quite
sticky and it is difficult to separate them, suggesting
that the latter scenario is correct. One may ask why
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the spores should be so sticky, if that promotes
cheating. The growth of myxobacteria on non-hy-
drolyzed media in the laboratory is density-de-
pendent (Rosenberg et al., 1977), suggesting that
spores in nature may germinate faster in clumps than
they would in isolation. Also, after germination in a
favorable environment, the myxobacteria may re-
quire many cells to forage successfully and to de-
velop into fruiting bodies during the next bout of
starvation. In other words, it may be less costly to
support a few cheaters than for these social organ-
isms to go it alone even in a favorable environment.
We emphasize that these adaptive hypotheses for
sticky spores are speculative, but they do serve to il-
lustrate that there may be costs to opposing cheating,
as well as benefits.

5. Summary

We have reviewed three laboratory studies in which
simple microorganisms exhibit surprisingly com-
plex behaviors during competition. In each case, the
resulting dynamics can be readily understood using
evolutionary game theory. Yet, questions also re-
main as to which strategies prevail in nature. Find-
ing the answers will require elucidating the popula-
tion-genetic structure of the microorganisms to de-
termine whether competitive interactions are mostly
within or between genetically distinct clones,
whether the genes influencing the relevant behav-
iors are transmitted horizontally as well as verti-
cally, and so on. JMS has led the way in evolution-
ary game theory, and in population-genetic analyses
of microbes. Now we should combine these two ap-
proaches to better understand the evolutionary
forces that shape fascinating behaviors, both coop-
erative and selfish, that exist throughout the biologi-
cal realm.
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